Treating Nasal Dryness
Men Find A Permanent Solution To A Common Problem
(NAPSA)—There’s been a lot of
attention lately on drugs designed
to help with a problem faced by a
surprising number of men.
These drugs, notably Viagra,
have helped raise awareness of
sexual health and have encouraged many men to start talking
about such problems with their
partners and doctors.
According to a study published
in the New England Journal of
Medicine, Viagra fails in about 30
percent of patients—especially
if the condition is a result of
prostate cancer treatments,
diabetes, spinal cord injuries or
cardiovascular conditions.
Two new drugs, Levitra and
Cialis, were recently introduced
but doctors anticipate men will
fail at the same, if not at a faster
rate, as men who have tried and
failed using Viagra.
The condition is erectile dysfunction (ED) or impotence, which
affects more than 30 million men
in the U.S. “One in 10 men in the
United States has ED,” said J.
Francois Eid, M.D., Clinical Associate Professor of Urology at the
Weill-Cornell Medical College of
Cornell University. “Men are often
too embarrassed to talk about the
condition and almost 20 million
sufferers don’t seek treatment.”
“Drug therapy won’t cure ED for
every man. We’ve found that men
are often reluctant to take that next
step to explore what other options
may exist for them,” Dr. Eid said.
Some other options include:
• Vacuum devices. A plastic
tube is fitted and a vacuum is created by pumping the air out,
which causes the erection.
• Injection therapy. Medication
is injected to open the blood vessels and increase blood flow.
However, many of these therapies require planning before tak-

(NAPSA)—As the weather gets
colder, people will be spending
more and more time indoors,
breathing air that is warm and
dry—and potentially irritating to
delicate nasal passages. Fortunately, it is possible to keep membranes moist without resorting to
medication.

Doctors could have good news
for many men who thought they
had an insurmountable problem.
ing which reduces spontaneity.
Many men—more than 20,000 a
year—seek a more permanent
solution: Penile implants.
• Implants. Penile implants
have the highest patient satisfaction rates of all impotence treatments. In fact, a recent study
reveals that patients are more
than twice as satisfied with
implants as drug therapies.
“Implants are the best option
for men who don’t respond to Viagra,” added Dr. Eid. “Implants look
and feel natural and enable men
to restore intimate relationships
with their partners.” The simple
procedure can be completed in less
than an hour.
Which treatment is right for
you? The best advice is to speak
with a urologist who specializes
in ED. Couples looking for more
information may contact the
Erectile Dysfunction Institute
(EDi), a free and confidential
information resource and physician network comprised of
specialists nationwide.
To learn more or to find a urologist in your area, visit the EDi
Web site, www.cure-ed.org, or call
the toll-free Nurse Line at 866294-7504.

When you spend a lot of time
indoors, warm, dry air can irritate
nasal passages.
Created with ingredients chosen by ear, nose and throat doctors, Ayr Saline Nasal Gel is a
gentle product formulated to be
compatible with nasal membranes. In addition to providing
long-term, year-round moisturization, the gel can be used day and
night.
Gentle enough for babies, Ayr
Gel is also recommended for those
suffering from dryness due to
travel, allergies, mouth breathing,
climate, pregnancy, nosebleeds,
oxygen therapy and respiratory
infections. And, because the gel
contains no medication, it can be
applied as often as necessary.
To learn more, visit the Web
site at www.bfascher.com.

Making VA And Veterans Health Care Partners
(NAPSA)—A new Web site is
making it easier for veterans to
take an active role in staying
healthy.
The new site, My HealtheVet
(MHV), linking veterans with the
information they need to better
understand, maintain and manage their health, was launched on
Veterans Day (Nov. 11, 2003) by
the Department of Veterans
Affairs (VA).
Once fully implemented, the
new veteran health portal will offer
such interactive tools as a health
education library, health assessments, a prescription checker, prescription refill, appointment schedule, co-payment balance, and
access to VA health records.
Veterans will be able to create
their own health journals, keep
track of over-the-counter medications, and log health readings, such
as blood sugar and cholesterol levels. They will also be able to share
this information with VA and nonVA health care providers.
As the portal is phased in, VA
will listen to veterans’ suggestions
and feedback on how to make it
more useful.
MHV Phase 1 features one-stop
shopping for VA benefits, special
VA health programs and centers,
VA forms, news about VA and legislation concerning veterans. A
commercial health education
library provides up-to-date information about medications and
conditions, tools for measuring
health status, a prescription
checker and the latest health
news.

A new VA Web site offers veterans easy access to the latest
medical information.
In Summer 2004, Phase 2 will
provide prescription refill, view
total co-payment balance, view
next scheduled appointment, and
self - entered data and health
readings.
By Winter 2005, MHV Phase 3
will provide veterans with access
to their electronic health information. Those veterans wishing to
use this feature must be registered at their primary care VA
medical center.
Veterans can access My
HealtheVet on the Internet at
www.myhealth.va.gov and register
for the information services.
Studies show that those who
play a more active role in managing their health stay healthier. My
HealtheVet intends to help veterans do just that.

Don’t Let Deception Steal Your Invention

Ladies’ Golf Swings Into Style
(NAPSA)—What better time
for women to get involved in golf?
From the success of pros like
Annika Sorenstam, Suzy Whaley
and Hilary Lunke, women’s golf
has been on the tip of the media’s
tongue and all the rage on the
nation’s courses. Women are picking up their clubs and are eager to
learn something new and really
enjoy the sport. Studies show that
on the country club green, women
are more likely to take golf lessons
than men, and are an important
part of the best customer base in
the industry.
Getting into the action on the
links doesn’t have to be intimidating. Grab a buddy—statistics
show that having a friend to play
with is twice as influential to the
enjoyment of the game as score,
course conditions, competition and
exercise.
And no need to stress about
what to wear—brands like Lizgolf by Liz Claiborne blend ease
and comfort with femininity and
functionality for appropriate
dressing both on and off the
course. Since more than 50 percent of the game is mental, Lizgolf designer Tracey Mammolito
says, “If you’re comfortable in
what you’re wearing, you’ll feel
better about your game.” From
the fairway to everyday, style and
fit are important and the options
are endless. Lizgolf is now offering key pieces like basic polo
shirts and pleated pants in Petite
and Plus sizes. Look also for
touches of cashmere in sweaters

***
It is the quality of our work
which will please God, and not
the quantity.
—Mahatma Gandhi
***
***
A lot of people like snow. I find
it to be an unnecessary freezing of water.
—Carl Reiner
***

Fashion meets function—
100 percent cotton cap sleeve
polo by Lizgolf with moisture
management properties.
and luxurious spun silk in vests
as part of a new Luxe Edition to
the women’s golf line.
Up-to-date fashion doesn’t
mean lack of performance. Mammolito says, “Look for pieces with
special treatments and technical
properties that are still feminine
and flattering. Within the Lizgolf
line you’ll find windshirts with
UV Protection and water/stain
resistance, capsleeve polo shirts
and tops with moisture management to wick away sweat.”
And if it’s good enough for the
pros, it’s good enough for your
favorite green—Lizgolf has been
the official wardrobe provider for
the U.S. Solheim Cup team for
the past two years. For more
information on Lizgolf, visit
www.lizclaiborne.com or call 1800-555-9838.

***
If you look like your passport
photo, you’re too ill to travel.
—Will Kommen
***

***
The victory of success is halfwon when one gains the habit
of work.
—Sarah Bolton
***
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(NAPSA)—Turning an idea
into a product and bringing that
product to market can be a
thrilling and rewarding process.
But the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has found that
many invention promotion firms
claim—falsely—that they can
turn almost any idea into cash.
Some invention promotion
firms claim to know or have special access to manufacturers who
are likely to be interested in
licensing your invention. In addition, some firms claim to represent manufacturers on the lookout for new product ideas.
Before you do business with a
promoter, consider these tips:
• Ask for proof, such as contacts at manufacturers, before
you sign a contract with any
invention promotion firm that
claims special relationships with
manufacturers.
• If the promoter provides
only one or two names, be wary:
The contacts may be “shills”—
people hired to give favorable
testimonials.
• Early in your discussion with a
promotion firm, ask for the total cost
of its services, from the “research”
about your invention through the
marketing and licensing.
Be cautious if a firm tells you it
needs to do a market evaluation of
your idea—for a fee that can be
several hundred dollars. Sometimes the “research” is bogus, and
the “positive” reports are mass
produced in an effort to sell clients
on additional invention promotion
and marketing services.
• If a firm is enthusiastic
about the market potential of your
idea—but wants to charge you a
large fee in advance—take your
business elsewhere.

Before contracting for the services of an invention promotion
firm, remember, no one can guarantee an invention’s success.
Reputable licensing agents
usually don’t rely on large
advance fees. Rather, they depend
on royalties from the successful
licensing of client inventions.
The American Inventors Protection Act of 1999 gives inventors
certain rights when dealing with
invention promoters. Before an
invention promoter can enter into
a contract with you, it must tell
you how many inventions it has
evaluated over the last five years,
how many of those inventions
received positive or negative evaluations, its total number of customers, how many of those customers received a net profit from
the promoter’s services, and how
many of those customers have
licensed their inventions due to
the promoter’s services.
Before contracting for the services of an invention promotion
firm, remember, no one can guarantee your invention’s success.
Investigate the company before
you sign a contract.
To learn more, please visit
www.ftc.gov/inventions or call toll
free 1-877-FTC-HELP.

